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WEEKLY VOCABULARY AND SPELLING 65

SECTION
   5

Who Does It? Vocabulary

Name Date

Lesson
25

abettor (uh BET ur)  N.  one who
encourages or assists in the achievement
of a purpose  (Someone was behind the
scenes, but the criminal would not name
his abettor.)

agitator (AJ i TAY tur)  N.  one who excites
or stirs up  (During campus protests
against the Vietnam War, some groups
would bring in an outside agitator to incite
the students.)

arbiter (AHR bi tur)  N.  one who judges
disputes  (The company and the union
decided to abide by the decision of the
arbiter.)

barterer (BAR tur ur)  N.  one who trades
goods or services for other goods or
services  (Joe is a skillful barterer who
does plumbing for a dentist in return for
dental care.)

benefactor (BEN uh FAK tur)  N.  one who
gives help  (My benefactor paid my way
through college.)

cartographer (kahr TAHG ruh fur)  N.  one
who makes maps  (I want to be a
professional cartographer because I like to
draw maps.)

caterer (KAY tur ur)  N.  one who provides
food and services for an occasion  (The
caterer was prompt and efficient, so our
party was a success.)

conspirator (kuhn SPEER uh tur)  N.  one
who works secretly with others to plan a
wrongdoing  (Brutus was a conspirator
who plotted to assassinate Julius Caesar.)

dispenser (di SPEN sur)  N.  a person or a
thing that gives out or administers  (A
pharmacist is a dispenser of medicine.)

intruder (in TROO dur)  N.  one who enters
without invitation  (The intruder came in
through the unlocked window.)

lexicographer (LEK si KAHG ruh fur)  N.  one
who writes or compiles dictionaries
(Samuel Johnson, an eighteenth-century
lexicographer, compiled the Dictionary of
the English Language.)

malefactor (MAL uh FAK tur)  N.  one who
commits a crime  (He felt like a
malefactor hiding from the police.)

precursor (pri KUR sur)  N.  one who, or
that which, comes before and indicates
what will happen  (Some people think that
the prehistoric flying reptile was a
precursor of the present-day bird.)

predecessor (PRED i SES ur)  N.  one who
comes before  (I like our new babysitter
much more than her predecessor.)

propeller (pruh PEL ur)  N.  that which
moves something forward  (When one
propeller stopped, the airplane had to
make an emergency landing.)

purveyor (pur VAY ur)  N.  one who
supplies  (The blockade-runner was a
purveyor of provisions to the South during
the Civil War.)

stabilizer (STAY buh LY zur)  N.  that which
prevents or retards an unwanted change
(Almost every processed food contains a
stabilizer to maintain the food’s quality.)

stenographer (stuh NAHG ruh fur)  N.  one
who transcribes shorthand  (My sister is a
court stenographer; she records what is
said at a trial.)

successor (suhk SES ur)  N.  one who
comes after  (Prince Charles is the current
successor to the throne of Great Britain.)

traitor (TRAY tur)  N.  one who betrays a
trust  (Benedict Arnold was an infamous
traitor.)

All the words in this lesson contain the suffixes -er or -or, meaning “one who” or “that which.”


